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Abstract

It is common practice in deep learning to repre-

sent a measurement of the world on a discrete grid,

e.g. a 2D grid of pixels. However, the underlying

signal represented by these measurements is often

continuous, e.g. the scene depicted in an image.

A powerful continuous alternative is then to repre-

sent these measurements using an implicit neural

representation, a neural function trained to output

the appropriate measurement value for any input

spatial location. In this paper, we take this idea to

its next level: what would it take to perform deep

learning on these functions instead, treating them

as data? In this context we refer to the data as

functa, and propose a framework for deep learn-

ing on functa. This view presents a number of

challenges around efficient conversion from data

to functa, compact representation of functa, and

effectively solving downstream tasks on functa.

We outline a recipe to overcome these challenges

and apply it to a wide range of data modalities in-

cluding images, 3D shapes, neural radiance fields

(NeRF) and data on manifolds. We demonstrate

that this approach has various compelling prop-

erties across data modalities, in particular on the

canonical tasks of generative modeling, data im-

putation, novel view synthesis and classification.

1. Introduction

In deep learning, data is traditionally represented by ar-

rays. For example, images are represented by their pixel

intensities, and 3D shapes by voxel occupancies, both at a

discrete set of grid coordinates tied to a particular resolu-

tion. However, the underlying signal represented by these

arrays is often continuous. It is therefore natural to consider

representing such data with continuous quantities.
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Figure 1. We convert array data into functional data parameterized

by neural networks, termed functa, and treat these as data points

for various downstream machine learning tasks.

Recently, the idea of modelling data with continuous func-

tions has gained popularity. An image, for example, can

be represented by a continuous function mapping 2D pixel

coordinates to RGB values. When such a function is param-

eterized by a neural network, it is typically referred to as

an implicit neural representation (INR). INRs are generally

applicable to a wide range of modalities – indeed, various

works have demonstrated that INRs can be used to represent

images (Stanley, 2007; Ha, 2016), 3D shapes (Mescheder

et al., 2019; Chen & Zhang, 2019), signed distance func-

tions (Park et al., 2019), videos (Li et al., 2021), 3D scenes

(Mildenhall et al., 2020), audio (Sitzmann et al., 2020b) and

data on manifolds (Dupont et al., 2021b). This functional

representation offers a number of advantages over array

representations. It allows for dealing with data at arbitrary

resolutions, as well as data that is difficult to discretize such

as neural radiance fields (NeRF) for 3D scene representa-

tion (Mildenhall et al., 2020). Parameterizing such functions

as neural networks offers additional advantages, in terms

of memory-efficiency and as a single architecture that can

represent different data modalities.

In light of these advantages, we propose a new framework

that 1. converts array data to functional data parameterized

by neural networks, and 2. performs deep learning tasks

directly on these functions. The first step involves taking

a dataset of a given modality and fitting an INR to each

datapoint. We refer to these functions as functa, a concise

term for INRs that are to be thought of as data. In the
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From data to functa

second step, we treat functa as data points that we use for

deep learning tasks (see Figure 1). A key difference to prior

work on multimodal learning of functions (Dupont et al.,

2021b; Du et al., 2021) is that we decouple the creation

of datasets of functa in the first step and the deep learning

task in the second step (e.g. generative modeling, inference,

classification). Functions are then treated as data rather than

part of the model for solving the task at hand.

While this framework inherits the advantages of INRs, we

are also presented with new challenges. Which parame-

terization of functa do we choose? How do we efficiently

create large datasets of functa, or functasets? How can we

use functa as inputs to neural networks for downstream deep

learning tasks? We are therefore required to lay the ground-

work for methodology that is appropriate for working with

data points as functions. In this paper we propose an in-

stantiation of this framework, in particular a unified method

for efficiently creating large functasets for a wide range of

data modalities, including images, voxels, NeRF scenes and

data on manifolds. We choose a specific parameterization

of functa, called modulations, that can be fed into neural

architectures to solve various downstream tasks including

generative modeling, data imputation, novel view synthesis

and classification. While our approach does not yet outper-

form conventional deep learning on arrays, our results show

that the functional view has several desirable properties and

is a promising alternative to traditional data representation.

2. Functa: Data points as INRs

We first review INRs then discuss the advantages of using

them as data points (functa), as well as the advantages of

decoupling the conversion of data to functa and the down-

stream deep learning task. INRs are functions fθ : X → F
mapping coordinates x ∈ X (e.g. pixel locations) to fea-

tures f ∈ F (e.g. RGB values) with parameters θ. Given a

data point as a collection of coordinates {xi}i∈I and fea-

tures {fi}i∈I (where I is an index set corresponding to e.g.

all pixel locations in an image), INRs are fitted by mini-

mizing mean squared error over all coordinate locations:

min
θ
L(fθ, {xi, fi}i∈I) = min

θ

∑

i∈I

‖fθ(xi)− fi‖22. (1)

Hence each fθ corresponds to e.g. a single image. Typically,

fθ is parameterized by a feedforward neural network (MLP)

with positional encodings (Mildenhall et al., 2020; Tancik

et al., 2020) or sinusoidal activation functions (Sitzmann

et al., 2020b) that allow fitting high frequency signals.

When considered as elements of a dataset, rather than a

model, we refer to INRs as functa. Training deep learning

models on functasets rather than conventional array datasets

has various compelling properties that we describe below.
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Figure 2. Functa scale much more gracefully with resolution than

array representations. Circle area reflects the numerical size of the

array (top) / function (bottom). See Appendix A.9 for details.

Scaling. Array based representations typically scale poorly

with resolution (e.g. voxel grids scale cubically with reso-

lution). Processing such high resolution data with neural

networks is both memory and compute intensive, often be-

coming a bottleneck (Park et al., 2019; Mescheder et al.,

2019). In contrast, functa usually scale much more grace-

fully with resolution (Figure 2), leading to more efficient

training of neural networks for downstream tasks.

Resolution agnostic. Array representations of data are typ-

ically stored at a fixed resolution. However, most data in the

wild do not follow this form: images come in various shapes

and resolutions; data modalities such as lidar are stored as

point clouds, 3D shapes as irregular meshes, etc. Functa,

in contrast, are agnostic to resolution: we can easily con-

vert data at a variety of resolutions to functa, allowing the

downstream model to handle data at arbitrary resolutions.

Signals that are inherently difficult to discretize. While

visual signals are continuous, they are easily discretized

onto a grid to generate digital images. However, this is not

true for many other data modalities which are inherently

difficult to discretize. For example, neural radiance fields

(NeRF) use volumetric rendering which requires the field

to be evaluated at arbitrary spatial locations (Mildenhall

et al., 2020) and physical fields often require continuous

derivatives to solve differential equations of motion, both

of which are incompatible with discrete representations. In

addition, it is non-trivial to choose a grid for discretizing

data lying on manifolds. Functa provide a natural way to

express data continuously and as such bypass the need for

discretization when training models on downstream tasks.

Multimodality. It is standard practice in deep learning to
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use specialized encoder and decoder architectures for differ-

ent data modalities. However designing encoders for NeRF

scenes, for example, is challenging and requires aggregating

a collection of images and poses (Kosiorek et al., 2021).

Similarly, data lying on manifolds require highly special-

ized architectures (Cohen et al., 2018). In contrast, functa

can be used to encode and decode a wide variety of data

modalities through a generic optimization procedure.

Easing downstream task. The decoupling of 1. creating

functa and 2. training models on functa for a downstream

task can greatly simplify the task. For example, consider

the task of generative modelling on NeRF scenes. Fitting

NeRF scenes requires inferring 3D structure from a set of

posed 2D images, itself a non-trivial task. Without the above

decoupling, learning a generative model of NeRF scenes

then requires simultaneously learning a distribution over

3D scenes while inferring 3D structure from 2D images. In

our framework, we first infer the 3D scene from 2D images

by minimising reconstruction error on views - a relatively

easier task - and only after we obtain a functaset of 3D

scenes, we model their distribution.

3. Functasets: Datasets of INRs

We now describe how to 1. represent functa suitably so that

they can be fed into neural networks for downstream tasks

and 2. create large datasets of functa in a scalable manner.

3.1. Functa as MLP modulations

We use SIREN (Sitzmann et al., 2020b) as the base architec-

ture for INRs throughout, since it is known to efficiently rep-

resent a wide range of data modalities (cf. Appendix A.2 for

mathematical formulation of SIREN). The naı̈ve approach

for representing functa is to take the parameter vector of the

SIREN. However, as SIREN is an MLP, it can have a large

number of parameters despite the favourable scaling char-

acteristics compared to array representations, making this

representation suboptimal for feeding into neural networks

for downstream tasks. Various works have explored mod-

ulations as an alternative that uses a shared base network

across data points to model common structure, with mod-

ulations modeling the variation specific to each data point

(Perez et al., 2018; Chan et al., 2021b; Mehta et al., 2021).

We therefore work with modulations rather than parameters,

which are typically much more low dimensional.

Modulations are usually represented as elementwise affine

transformations (shift and scale) applied to the activations

of the neural network (Perez et al., 2018; Chan et al., 2021b;

Mehta et al., 2021). However, we found experimentally

that using shifts only performs just as well as using both

shifts & scales, with half the representation size. We pro-

vide the mathematical formulation of shift modulations in

+ +

Figure 3. Reconstruction accuracy (in PSNR) vs modulation di-

mensionality on CelebA-HQ 64×64. Reconstruction accuracy is

computed from the MSE between the image array and its INR

evaluated at each pixel location. The model architecture is shown

on the bottom right, with purple vectors corresponding to shift

modulations and orange vectors to latent modulations.

Appendix A.2, along with intuition for the role of shift

modulations via perturbation analysis in Appendix B.1.

We can further reduce the number of modulations by using

a latent modulation, a vector that is linearly mapped to the

shift modulations that is similar to the generator in Chan

et al. (2021b) (Figure 3). Then instead of storing the shift

modulations, we can store this latent vector to represent

any given data point (with the parameters used for mapping

latents to shift modulations being part of the base network

shared across data points). Figure 3 shows that this approach

results in the best tradeoff between reconstruction accuracy

(Equation 1) and the dimensionality of the modulations. We

therefore use this architecture for the remainder of the paper

and also use the word modulations to refer to latent modula-

tions. We typically use modulation dimensions of 256 and

512 as these result in reconstructions that are visually very

close to the original data, while being orders of magnitude

smaller than array representations. These modulations are

then used as inputs for the downstream deep learning tasks

that we describe in Section 4. We also experimented with

other architectures for representing functa but found that

they performed worse (cf. Appendix B.2).

3.2. Meta-learning functa

Given the representation of each functa point as a modu-

lation applied to a base network, we are now faced with

two problems: 1. How do we learn the weights of the base

network such that they efficiently encode the shared charac-

teristics of data points? 2. Fitting INRs can be slow – e.g.

fitting a single NeRF scene can take 1 GPU day. If we are

to create a dataset of several thousand NeRF scenes (as we

do in this paper), fitting each of them individually would be

prohibitively expensive. How can we efficiently create large

datasets of modulations?
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Algorithm 1 Meta-learning functa

1: Randomly initialize shared base network θ
2: while not done do

3: Sample batch B of data {{x(j)
i , f

(j)
i }i∈I}j∈B

4: Set batch modulations to zero φj ← 0 ∀j ∈ B
5: for all step ∈ {1, . . . , Ninner} and j ∈ B do

6: φj ← φj − ǫ∇φL(fθ,φ, {x(j)
i , f

(j)
i }i∈I)|φ=φj

7: end for

8: θ ← θ−ǫ′ 1
|B|

∑

j∈B∇θL(fθ,φ, {x(j)
i , f

(j)
i }i∈I)|φ=φj

9: end while

We solve both problems by meta-learning a network initial-

ization such that each functa point can be fitted in a few

gradient steps (cf. Algorithm 1). Indeed, Tancik et al. (2021)

show that applying MAML (Finn et al., 2017) to INRs can

enable fitting of images and NeRF scenes in only a handful

of gradient steps. Similar results were also shown previously

on signed distance functions (Sitzmann et al., 2020a). How-

ever in both works, the initialization of all neural network

parameters is meta-learned then fitted to each data point.

In our case each functa is stored as a modulation vector,

and when creating the functaset we only fit the modulation

to each data point with the shared base network fixed. In

the inner loop we therefore only update the modulations,

whereas in the outer loop we only update the base network

weights. This then corresponds to an instance of learning

a subset of weights with MAML, also known as CAVIA

(Zintgraf et al., 2019).

After meta-learning the base network using the training

data, we create a dataset of modulations by running the

inner loop on each data point that takes a few gradient steps

to fit the modulation. We found that using 3 gradient steps

works well for both meta-learning and fitting modulations.

This is done for each data point of the training set and

test set, to obtain modulation datasets for both training and

test. An additional benefit of meta-learning the weights and

modulations is that it makes the modulation space smooth,

as all modulations are a handful of gradient steps away from

each other. We hypothesize that this simplifies downstream

tasks, yet also faces limitations. We discuss the limitations

of meta-learning and alternatives in Section 7.

4. Deep learning on functa

Given the modulation representation of functa, we train deep

learning models directly on the modulations for a selection

of downstream tasks. This decoupling of fitting functa and

the downstream task is more memory-efficient than joint

learning, and modular in the sense that we can use the

same functa for different tasks. Also note that modulations

are arrays, but are different to the original array data and

conventional latent representations in deep learning in that

they parameterize a function, hence enjoy the advantages of

functa listed in Section 2.

We mainly focus on the task of generative modeling not only

because it is challenging, but also because it is a broad task

that can be used for inference, which includes applications

such as imputation and novel view synthesis as we later de-

scribe in this section. We also show results on classification

to demonstrate the scope of the framework, covering both

generative and discriminative tasks.

Generative modelling. We primarily use normalizing flows

(Rezende & Mohamed, 2015; Durkan et al., 2019) and diffu-

sion (Sohl-Dickstein et al., 2015; Ho et al., 2020) for genera-

tive modelling, chosen based on ease of optimization. VAEs

(Kingma & Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014) and GANs

(Goodfellow et al., 2014) are also sensible choices that we

do not explore in this paper. We also explored Transformers

(Vaswani et al., 2017) as an example of an autoregressive

generative model, but found them to underperform (cf. Ap-

pendix C). This may be because it is difficult to impose a

meaningful ordering to the modulation dimensions.

Normalizing flows model the data distribution by mapping

a simple base distribution (usually a Gaussian) through a

sequence of invertible layers parameterized by neural net-

works. Diffusions model the data by applying a sequence

of fixed Gaussian noise (forward process) to the data, and

then training a neural network to denoise the noisy version

of the data at each step (backward process). We use Neu-

ral Spline Flows (NSF) (Durkan et al., 2019) and DDPM

(Ho et al., 2020) with MLP-based architectures as an ex-

ample of each generative model, providing background and

implementation details in Appendix A.4 and Appendix A.5.

Each flow/diffusion layer preserves the dimensionality of

data that it is trained on, so the model size typically scales

with input dimensionality. For these models, it is therefore

much more efficient to train on modulations compared to the

original array representation. In the case of NeRF scenes,

there is no obvious way to form an array representation

of each scene on which we can train flows or diffusion.

In contrast, when representing functa as modulations we

can directly learn the distribution of modulations, greatly

simplifying generative modeling of NeRF scenes.

Inference. Given a generative model over modulations, we

can formulate various applications as an inference prob-

lem. The learned distribution over modulations can be inter-

preted as the prior, and the reconstruction loss of the functa

corresponding to the modulation can be interpreted as the

likelihood. By optimising a weighted average of this prior

and likelihood with respect to the modulations φ, we can

perform MAP inference:

min
φ
− log p(φ) + λ

∑

i∈I

‖fφ(xi)− fi‖22 (2)
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This can be used for imputation when the likelihood is

computed on a partial observation. For example, we can

optimise a modulation to achieve high log probability under

the prior as well as fitting one half of a voxel grid. We

then query the INR represented by the resulting modulation

at all grid points to fill in the other half (cf. Figure 7). In

terms of Equation 2, I would then correspond to coordinates

of one half of the voxel grid. Similarly if the reconstruc-

tion error is computed on a (partial) view of a scene, then

MAP inference will allow us to infer the scene by fitting

the modulations via Equation 2. The scene can then be ren-

dered at arbitrary viewpoints for novel view synthesis. Note

that flows are more suitable as the prior for inference than

diffusion, as flow densities can be computed exactly and ef-

ficiently whereas diffusion densities are usually intractable

or expensive to compute.

Classification. We also train classifiers directly on modu-

lation datasets. With only small MLPs, we can reach high

test accuracy in a few thousand iterations (minutes of wall

clock time on a single GPU).

5. Related Work

Generative models of functions. In early work, Ha (2016)

trained GANs and VAEs on functional representations of

MNIST. Later, Neural Processes (Garnelo et al., 2018a;b;

Kim et al., 2019; Gordon et al., 2019) were introduced to

model conditional distributions of 1D functions and images

as 2D functions. Skorokhodov et al. (2021); Anokhin et al.

(2021) introduce an adversarial approach for learning distri-

butions of INRs for images, generating high quality images.

INRs have also been used to learn distributions of 3D shapes

using GANs (Chen & Zhang, 2019; Kleineberg et al., 2020),

VAEs (Mescheder et al., 2019) and score-based generative

models (Cai et al., 2020). While not formally generative

models, auto decoders have also been used to parameterize

families of 3D shapes (Park et al., 2019; Atzmon & Lipman,

2021). A series of recent works have built generative models

for NeRF scenes mostly using GANs (Schwarz et al., 2020;

Niemeyer & Geiger, 2021; Chan et al., 2021b;a; DeVries

et al., 2021) or VAEs (Kosiorek et al., 2021).

The most closely related works to ours are GASP (Dupont

et al., 2021b) and GEM (Du et al., 2021). GASP learns

distributions of INRs using a modality agnostic point-cloud

discriminator with a GAN for learning distributions of im-

ages, 3D shapes and data on manifolds. However, unlike our

approach, GASP’s GAN-based training is unstable and not

applicable to NeRF scenes as it is unclear how to feed in a

scene to the discriminator. GEM learns a manifold of INRs

in a modality agnostic manner, by embedding latent vec-

tors (mapped to INRs through a hypernetwork) into a space

which is regularized to have various desirable properties.

GEM is successfully applied across a range of modalities

and a variety of tasks, but the learned embeddings are not

used to train generative models or classifiers.

Multimodal architectures. The literature on multimodal

processing usually relies on modality-specific feature ex-

tractors (Kaiser et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019; Alayrac et al.,

2020). However the recently introduced Perceiver (Jaegle

et al., 2021b;a) uses a shared achitecture for processing

a wide range of data modalities, sharing similarities with

our setup. However they are only applied to array repre-

sentations of data, and it would be an interesting research

direction to apply them to functa for downstream tasks.

Diffusion and flows in latent space. There has also been a

variety of work on applying diffusion to the latent space of

a VAE (Vahdat et al., 2021; Mittal et al., 2021; Wehenkel

& Louppe, 2021; Sinha et al., 2021). Similarly there have

been various works that use flow priors for VAEs (Chen

et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2017; Xiao et al., 2019). These

are in contrast to our work that applies diffusion and flows

to functional representations.

Deep learning on neural networks. There have been a few

works where neural networks are used as inputs to other neu-

ral networks. Unterthiner et al. (2020) predict classification

accuracies of CNNs directly from their vectorized weights.

Schürholt et al. (2021) further apply self-supervised learning

to the vectorized weights and use the resulting representa-

tions to predict various characteristics of the input classifier.

Knyazev et al. (2021); Jaeckle & Kumar (2021); Lu & Ku-

mar (2019) represent the computational graph of neural

networks as a GNN that is used to predict optimal parame-

ters, adversarial examples, or branching strategies for neural

network verification. These works differ from ours in that

their input neural networks do not represent functions, and

their goal is to predict quantities about the neural network

rather than to perform generative/discriminative tasks.

6. Experiments

We evaluate our framework on four data modalities: images,

using the CelebA-HQ 64×64 dataset (Karras et al., 2018),

voxels, using the ShapeNet dataset (Chang et al., 2015),

NeRF scenes, using the SRN Cars dataset (Sitzmann et al.,

2019) and data on manifolds using the ERA5 temperature

dataset (Hersbach et al., 2019). We implement all models

in Jax (Bradbury et al., 2018) using Haiku (Hennigan et al.,

2020) and Jaxline (Babuschkin et al., 2020) for training. We

discuss negative results in Appendix C.

6.1. Meta-learning

We first create functasets for each data modality by meta-

learning an initialization and then fitting modulations to

each data point. As shown in Figure 4, we are able to fit

modulations to a high degree of accuracy in only 3 gradient
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Init Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Target

Figure 4. Visualization of the meta-learned initialization, each gra-

dient step of the inner loop and target data point. GIF showing

scenes at different poses: bit.ly/3nBjIDO

Dataset, array size Split
Modulation dimensionality

64 128 256 512 1024

Train 99.43 99.49 99.49 99.51 99.53
ShapeNet Chairs, 643

Test 99.11 99.28 99.38 99.46 99.51
Train 99.36 99.44 99.47 99.52 99.56

ShapeNet 10 Classes, 643
Test 99.30 99.40 99.44 99.50 99.55
Train 22.2 24.2 26.6 29.7 32.4

CelebA-HQ, 64×64
Test 21.6 23.5 25.6 28.0 30.7
Train 24.3 24.2 24.6 24.6 24.4

SRN Cars, 128×128
Test 22.4 23.0 23.1 23.2 23.1
Train 43.2 43.7 43.8 44.0 44.1

ERA5, 181×360
Test 43.2 43.6 43.8 43.9 44.0

Table 1. Mean reconstruction of modulations across each dataset

vs modulation size. Metric is voxel accuracy (%) for ShapeNet and

PSNR (dB) for the rest. See Appendix A.3 for details on metric.

steps across a range of data modalities. Table 1 shows

that we are able to capture signals accurately using only

64-512 modulations, with accuracy usually increasing with

modulation size. The one exception is SRN Cars, where

reconstruction quality is similar across all modulation sizes.

We suspect this is due to our very basic rendering scheme

(cf. Section 6.4). Qualitative examples of reconstructions for

each data modality are shown in Figure 18 of Appendix D.

6.2. Images

We train DDPM (Ho et al., 2020) on the CelebA-HQ 64×64

functaset with 256 dimensional modulations. As can be seen

in Figure 5, the diffusion model is able to produce realistic

and convincing samples even though it is trained directly

on modulations. Compared to GASP, the samples produced

by our model are more coherent, although slightly blurrier.

To verify that our model has not memorized the training

dataset, we show nearest neighbor samples in Figure 19 in
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Figure 5. Uncurated samples from GASP and DDPM (diffusion)

trained on 256-dim CelebA-HQ 64×64 modulations.

the appendix. Our model achieves an FID score (Heusel

et al., 2017) of 40.4, but we found that this was not well

correlated with perceptual quality. As noted by Du et al.

(2021), this is likely due to FID’s property of over-penalizing

blurriness (see Appendix A.8 for discussion).

6.3. Voxels

We use two datasets derived from the ShapeNet database

(Chang et al., 2015), 643 voxels from the chairs category

and 643 voxels from 10 classes, using data augmentation

to ensure each class contains a large number of samples (cf.

Appendix A.1). We train NSF (Durkan et al., 2019) on a 256

dimensional functaset of the chairs category, with uncondi-

tional samples shown in Figure 6 along with comparisons

to other baseline generative models using 3D functional rep-

resentations. As can be seen, our model generates coherent

and realistic samples, whereas the baselines tend to be less

consistent. Further, our approach stably and consistently

produces good results whereas GASP is unstable to train

for 3D voxels (Dupont et al., 2021b). Our model can also

be used to produce semantically meaningful latent inter-

polations as shown in Figure 23 in Appendix D. Figure 8

shows samples from a class-conditional NSF trained on 10

classes from ShapeNet, where our model produces realistic

and consistent samples for each class. Finally, we show

imputation results in Figure 7, where our model is able to

infer the shape of the chair from various partial observations,

including a simulated lidar scan (last column).

6.4. NeRF scenes

We evaluate our framework on NeRF scenes by using the

SRN Cars dataset (Sitzmann et al., 2019), containing 2458

scenes each with 50 posed images of size 128×128. NeRF

represents a scene via an INR mapping 3D coordinates to

density and RGB values (cf. Figure 1). Views of the scene

are then generated via volume rendering, and modulations

are fitted by minimizing reconstruction loss on the available

set of posed images on training scenes (see Appendix A for
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Figure 6. Unconditional samples from our model and three base-

lines: Occupancy Networks trained as a VAE (ON) from

Mescheder et al. (2019), a GAN trained on signed distance func-

tions with a set discriminator (SD) from Kleineberg et al. (2020)

and GASP from Dupont et al. (2021b).
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Figure 7. Imputation from partial test observations using the

learned distribution over functa as a prior. GIF showing course of

optimization: bit.ly/3fZnYZG. Additional chairs: Figure 26

background and details). While NeRF uses several tricks

to achieve good performance, we use a minimal bare bones

model for our experiments (cf. Appendix A.6), as we are

more interested in testing the generative capabilities of our

model rather than the visual quality of NeRF.

We train both DDPM and NSF on NeRF modulations, both

achieving similar sample quality. As shown in Figure 9,

NSF is able to generate plausible NeRF scenes of cars and

gives smooth interpolations both in terms of shape and tex-

ture (Figure 10). We also perform novel view synthesis

experiments in Figure 11. Given a single occluded view of

a test scene, the NSF prior is used to infer a scene that is

consistent with the occluded view. Without the prior term

in the loss, i.e. when only fitting the modulation to the oc-

cluded view, the resulting scene is not realistic, highlighting

the importance of using the prior for inference.

We highlight that for scenes there is no obvious way to form

an array based representation. GAN based models of NeRF

scenes (Schwarz et al., 2020; Niemeyer & Geiger, 2021)

therefore require complex generators and discriminators

that backpropagate through the expensive volume rendering

Figure 8. Uncurated samples from a class-conditional flow trained

on 256-dim modulations of ShapeNet 10 Classes 643.

Figure 9. Uncurated samples from flow trained on 512-dim mod-

ulations of SRN Cars. GIF showing different poses: bit.ly/

33Ojhzz

operation. Training a generative model in our case is, in

contrast, very simple: we simply train a flow or diffusion

directly on the modulations. As the generative model itself

is independent of the volume rendering step, we believe this

holds promise for scaling generative scene models to larger

scales than currently possible. In particular, we used a very

simple rendering model (no hierarchical sampling, single

shared network for density and RGB, no view dependence)

limiting the perceptual quality of the renderings. Using

more sophisticated rendering techniques (Mildenhall et al.,

2020; Barron et al., 2021) is likely to significantly improve

reconstruction and sample quality.

6.5. Manifold data

To demonstrate the flexibility of our approach, we also train

NSF on 256-dimensional modulations of ERA5 temperature

data (Hersbach et al., 2019). The dataset contains 10k grids

of temperature measurements at equally spaced latitudes λ
and longitudes ϕ. We convert them to Cartesian coordinates

x = (cosλ cosϕ, cosλ sinϕ, sinλ) for the functa inputs

as in Dupont et al. (2021b). As our method is more stable

and scalable than GASP, we are able to train on 181×360

grids as opposed to the 46×90 grids used by GASP, yielding

higher resolution samples (Figure 12).

6.6. Classification

Finally, we evaluate our model for classification using the

ShapeNet 10 classes dataset. Given the functaset, the task is

to predict the class of the object from the modulation. As a

baseline we train a 3D CNN classifier on 643 voxels with an

architecture based on Maturana & Scherer (2015). As shown
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Figure 10. Latent interpolation between two car scenes with mov-

ing pose. GIF: bit.ly/3g41wOY

Figure 11. Novel view synthesis from occluded test scene. Without

the prior, the model is not able to correctly infer the shape of the

car. GIF: bit.ly/3rREHDT. Additional scenes: Figure 27

CLASSIFIER TEST ACCURACY nPARAMS

MLP ON FUNCTA 93.6± 0.1% 83K

3D CNN 93.3± 0.3% 550K

Table 2. Classification accuracies and parameter count for MLP on

functa vs 3D CNN on array data for ShapeNet 10 Classes, 643.

in Table 2, our 4 hidden layer MLP of width 128 performs

similarly (if not better) than the 8-layer (6× 3DConv + 2×
linear layers) 3D CNN baseline at convergence. Our small

MLP can be trained in < 10 minutes on a single GPU

with batch size 1024. In contrast, the 3D CNN baseline

is memory intensive and thus we run on 8 devices each

with batch size 128 (to match batch size) for > 1 hour,

highlighting the scalability of performing deep learning

tasks on functa. See Appendix A.7 for experimental details

and Appendix D for further results and training curves.

7. Conclusion, limitations and future work

Conclusion. Motivated by the various compelling proper-

ties of functional representations, we propose to view INRs

as data points, or functa, and treat these as first class citizens

for machine learning tasks. We introduced a method for

creating such datasets of functa at scale and showed that it

is possible to learn generative models, perform data imputa-

tion, novel view synthesis and classification across a wide

range of data modalities within this framework.
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Figure 12. Uncurated samples from GASP and a flow trained on

256-dim modulations of ERA5. GIF: bit.ly/35ya6nr

Limitations and future work. Using a shared framework

for different data modalities implies that we cannot employ

modality specific inductive biases when designing models

trained on functa. Indeed, storing functa as modulations

removes spatial structure from the data, forcing us to use

general MLP architectures. We see promise in spatial func-

tional representations (e.g. per-patch modulations in Mehta

et al. (2021)) on which for example convolutions can be

applied, exploiting their locality and translation invariance.

Further, we rely on a variant of MAML to create our func-

taset, and therefore inherit the limitations of MAML, in-

cluding a large memory footprint and occasionally unstable

training due to the double loop optimization. In addition,

MAML constrains the modulations to lie within a few gra-

dient steps of the meta-learned initialization which could

limit reconstruction accuracy for more complex datasets. As

MAML is a bottleneck in terms of memory and possibly

representational power, it would be interesting to explore

alternatives to meta-learning for creating functasets, for ex-

ample using the autodecoder framework (Park et al., 2019).

When creating the functaset, we must make multiple choices

such as the architecture of the base network and the modu-

lation dimensionality. Our metric for this choice was com-

pressibility, i.e. using the smallest number of modulations

for a given PSNR. However this may be suboptimal for the

downstream task, and an alternative is to use a task-specific

metric and/or jointly learn the INR and the downstream

model end-to-end. However this may harm the reconstruc-

tion quality of the INR, be memory expensive, and would

require retraining separate INRs for separate tasks.

The field of INRs is progressing rapidly and we will likely

be able to take advantage of this progress, including hybrid

representations (Martel et al., 2021), better activation func-

tions (Ramasinghe & Lucey, 2021) and reduced memory

consumption (Huang et al., 2021). There has also been a

plethora of work on improving NeRF (Barron et al., 2021;

Reiser et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2021; Piala & Clark, 2021),

which should be directly applicable to our framework. Fur-

ther, recent works have shown promise for storing com-

pressed datasets as functions (Dupont et al., 2021a; Chen
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et al., 2021; Strümpler et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021). Us-

ing our framework, it may therefore become possible to

train deep learning models directly on these compressed

datasets, which is challenging for traditional compressed

formats such as JPEG (although image-specific exceptions

such as Nash et al. (2021) exist). In addition, learning dis-

tributions of functa is likely to improve entropy coding and

hence compression for these frameworks (Ballé et al., 2016).
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A. Experimental details

A.1. Datasets

CelebA-HQ 64 × 64. We use a train/test split of 27,000/3,000. The pixel coordinates xi (inputs to SIREN) are normalized

to lie in [0, 1]2 and pixel intensities fi are also normalized to lie in [0, 1]. More precisely the xi are set to be the coordinates

of the pixel centers when the image corners are at {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)}, the vertices of the unit square.

ShapeNet. We take the original 1283 voxel dataset and downscale to 643 using scipy.ndimage.zoom with

threshold=0.05. We found this value of the threshold to be a suitable tradeoff between preserving the structure of the

original shapes and having a smooth shape. We also found it important to augment the dataset for preventing overfitting for

downstream generative modelling. We apply a 50-fold augmentation by independently rescaling the shape in each of the 3

axes (x, y, z) by a randomly sampled scale in U [0.75, 1.25]. The resulting Chairs dataset has a train/test split of

304,850/33,900 and the 10 class dataset has a train/test split of 1,516,750/168,850. The voxel grid coordinates xi lie in

[0, 1]3, and the voxel occupancies fi are binary, one of {0, 1}. Similarly to images the xi are set to be the coordinates of the

voxel centers when the full 643 voxel’s corners are at the vertices of the unit cube.

ERA5 temperature. This dataset comes with several decades (1979-2020) worth of temperature observations of grids at

equally spaced latitudes λ and longitudes ϕ across the globe, which we downsample to a 181× 360 grid (from the original

721× 1440 grid). Note that we treat different time steps as different data points, as modelling the data as a function of time

and latitude/longitude would reduce the dataset to a single data point. The xi = (cosλ cosϕ, cosλ sinϕ, sinλ) are 3D

Cartesian coordinates obtained from latitudes λ that are equally spaced between π/2 and -π/2 and longitudes ϕ that are

equally spaced between 0 and
2π(n−1)

n
where n is the number of distinct values of longitude (360). We use a train/test split

of 9676/2420.

SRN Cars. This dataset has a train/test split of 2458/703 car scenes where each train scene has 50 (random) views and test

scene has 251 views (all views are on the sphere centered at the car). Each view consists of:

1. RGB image of size 128×128×3

2. Pose information of size 4×4 that contains a 4×4 orthogonal matrix mapping the camera’s frame of reference to world

coordinates and 4×1 coordinates of the camera’s position in the world

3. Scalar focal length of camera

The pose information and focal value are used to calculate the origin and direction of the 128× 128 rays from the camera

position to each pixel of the view. Then num_points_per_ray points are sampled along each ray at regular intervals,

starting from a distance near to far from the camera. This dataset uses values (near, far)=(1.25, 2.75). The 3D

coordinates of these sampled points on the ray are the xi that are fed into a SIREN to produce the corresponding RGB and

density value corresponding to that point in 3D space. These values along the ray are combined via volumetric rendering

(see details in Appendix A.6) to compute the prediction of the pixel intensity corresponding to that ray, and the SIREN’s

parameters are optimized to minimise the reconstruction error at all rays for num_points subsampled pixel locations and

num_views subsampled views (subsampling is necessary to fit the optimization in device memory). These are

hyperparameters that are sweeped over for meta-learning (see details below).

A.2. SIREN and modulations

Each layer of SIREN (Sitzmann et al., 2020b) is parameterised as follows:

x 7→ sin(ω0(Wx+ b)) (3)

where W,b are trainable parameters and ω0 is a fixed hyperparameter. We fix ω0 = 30 for all experiments, as we observed

that performance was similar for ω0 = {30, 50, 70}. Following the original SIREN implementation, the weights W are

randomly initialized from U [− 1
nin

, 1
nin

] for the first layer and U [− 1
ω0

√

6
nin

, 1
ω0

√

6
nin

] for subsequent layers, where nin is

the input dimensionality of the layer. Note that initialization is different than usual to account for the ω0 multiplicative term

in each SIREN layer. Biases b are initialized to zero as usual.

ModulatedSIREN is a variant of SIREN that contains a shift modulation s. In our context the SIREN is treated as the base

network shared across data points and the shift modulations model the variation across the dataset. For an n-layer
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ModulatedSIREN with weights and biases {W(i),b(i)}i=1:n, s = [s(1), . . . , s(n)] corresponding to the shift modulation s,

the ith layer is parameterised as:

x 7→ sin(ω0(W
(i)x+ b(i) + s(i))) (4)

LatentModulatedSIREN is the variant that we use throughout the paper, which uses a latent modulation vector φ that is

linearly mapped to the shift modulation. So each layer of LatentModulatedSIREN is the same as ModulatedSIREN

(Equation 4), but the shift modulation s is parameterised by s = W′φ+ b′ for learnable weights W′ and biases b′, both

initialized by the Haiku default.

For all SIREN variants, the final layer is simply a linear layer (with no ω0 scaling nor sine non-linearity), with 0.5 added to

the output since the targets are preprocessed to lie in [0, 1]. For both ModulatedSIREN and LatentModulatedSIREN, the

modulations are always initialized to 0 and fitted by a few gradient descent steps of the inner loop, instead of being

randomly initialized.

For a given size for the latent modulation for each dataset, we sweep over the LatentModulatedSIREN depth from

{10, 15, 20} and width from {256, 384, 512} and choose the architecture with the best test PSNR/voxel accuracy after

meta-learning on the training set.

A.3. Meta-learning Functa

DATASET BATCH SIZE PER DEVICE NUM DEVICES NUM ITERATIONS

SHAPENET CHAIRS 1 8 1E6
SHAPENET 10 CLASSES 1 8 1E6
CELEBA-HQ 16 16 5E5
SRN CARS 1 8 5E5
ERA5 TEMPERATURE 2 2 1E5

Table 3. Selected hyperparameter values for meta-learning functa for each dataset.

For the outer loop, we use Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with a fixed base learning rate of 3e-6. For the inner loop, we use

SGD with learning rate 1e-2. For each modality we use the maximum batch size per device that fits in memory for the

biggest LatentModulatedSIREN model we sweep over. In Table 3 we provide hyperparameter values for each dataset.

For SRN Cars, we provide further details about subsampling views and pixels in Appendix A.6.

Tips for meta-learning:

• Training can be unstable for larger SIRENs, in which case it helps to reduce the outer loop learning rate - lowering

inner loop learning rate had little effect.

• Raising batch size always helps.

• Narrow and deep SIREN architectures work better than wide and shallow ones.

• Training for many iterations helps.

Note that the PSNR values across whole datasets in Table 1 are computed by first taking the average MSE across whole

dataset then converting to PSNR by the formula: PSNR = −10 log10(MSE). The voxel accuracy is simply the ratio of

correctly reconstructed voxels (after rounding to {0,1}) to all voxels, averaged across the dataset.

As an additional detail, we apply meta-SGD (Li et al., 2017) for our meta-learning i.e. instead of using a fixed learning rate

in the inner loop, we learn a learning rate for each parameter (i.e. each modulation). Note that meta-SGD only uses one step

to fit their model, whereas we use several steps. Other approaches have also used learnable learning rates for multiple steps,

e.g. MAML++ (Antoniou et al., 2018) uses per-layer (as opposed to per-parameter) and per-step learning rates. The learning

rates are initialised to U [0.005, 0.1] and clipped at (0, 1). We found that meta-SGD noticeably improves performance for

shift modulations, although didn’t make much difference for latent modulations.
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Figure 13. Architecture for neural spline flow conditioner gθ for the unconditional flow (top) and the class-conditional flow (bottom).

A.4. Neural Spline Flows (NSF)

Background. The Neural Spline Flow (NSF) (Durkan et al., 2019) is an example of a normalizing flow (Rezende &

Mohamed, 2015) that models data x as the output of a differentiable and invertible transformation fθ of Gaussian noise z:

x = fθ(z), z ∼ p(z) (5)

where fθ is parameterized with a neural network. Note that in our context, the data x are modulations. The inverse

transformation f−1
θ (that takes in the modulation data) is parameterized by a neural network whose parameters are

optimized by maximising the log probability of the data under the flow, that is computed by the change of variable formula:

log p(x) = log p(f−1
θ (x)) + log

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂f−1
θ

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (6)

The invertible transformation fθ consists of multiple flow layers (each with a distinct set of parameters) where each flow

layer is the composition of a coupling transform and a PLU invertible linear transform.

A coupling transform maps an input x ∈ R
2d to output y ∈ R

2d as follows:

[y1:d,yd+1:2d] = [x1:d, b(xd+1:2d; gθ(x1:d))] (7)

where b : Rd → R
d is an elementwise bijection based on neural splines, whose parameters are given by a conditioner

gθ(x1:d). It is easy to check that for any invertible b, the coupling transform is also invertible. This conditioner

gθ : Rd → R
pd is an MLP that outputs the p parameters per input dimension for the neural spline bijector.

A PLU linear transform is a linear layer that is composed of three linear maps W = PLU, where each linear map is a

2d× 2d matrix. P is a random permutation matrix that shuffles the 2d input dimensions, and L is a lower triangular matrix

with ones on the diagonal. Similarly U is an upper triangular matrix. This guarantees that the composition W is invertible,

and the inverse can be computed efficiently by solving two triangular systems, one for U and one for L, then taking the

inverse permutation P−1. We found that using PLU linear layers led to a noticeable improvement in both training and test

likelihood.

Once the NSF is trained, sampling is performed by sampling z ∼ p(z) then passing it through the flow fθ to obtain a sample

x = fθ(z).
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Training details. Modulations are centered and normalized by elementwise mean & standard deviation across the training

modulation dataset, then scaled by a hyperparameter norm_factor before they are fed into the NSF. For the base

distribution of the flow, we use a Gaussian with 0 mean and standard deviation 0.25 (to match the inputs normalized by

norm_factor=4). We fix p = 3nbins + 1 where nbins = 8 is the number of bins for the rational quadratic spline bijector

(cf. Durkan et al. (2019) for a detailed formulation of rational quadratic spline bijectors). See Figure 13 for the architectures

of g that we use for the unconditional flow and the class-conditional flow. We used Adam with a custom learning rate

schedule that warms up linearly from 0 to 3e-4 for the first 4000 warmup iterations, then decays proportional to the square

root of the iteration count. The linear layers in the conditioner all have output dimensionalities 128, and the label

embeddings are 32-dimensional learnable parameters.

Model selection. The hyperparameters that we tuned are the number of flow layers, sweeped over

{4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 320} and the dropout probability, sweeped over {0., 0.1, 0.2, 0.3}. The best model and

checkpoint used for showing samples and performing inference was chosen by using test likelihood as the metric. See

Table 4 for selected hyperparameter values for each modulation dataset.

Tips. We found that for ShapeNet, data augmentation was key to prevent the NSF from overfitting.

DATASET BATCH SIZE NUM FLOW LAYERS DROPOUT PROBABILITY NUM ITERATIONS

SHAPENET CHAIRS (256 MOD-DIM) 64 320 0.2 1E6
SHAPENET 10 CLASSES (256 MOD-DIM) 64 128 0.3 1E6
ERA5 TEMPERATURE (256 MOD-DIM) 256 32 0.2 2E5
SRN CARS (512 MOD-DIM) 64 8 0.3 1E5

Table 4. Selected hyperparameter values for Neural Spline flows for each dataset.

A.5. Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic Models (DDPM)

Background. Diffusion models (Sohl-Dickstein et al., 2015) model the joint distribution of the data x0 (in our case the

modulations) and noisy versions of the data x1, . . . ,xT where xt is obtained by linearly scaling xt−1 then adding Gaussian

noise. This can be thought of as sequentially adding Gaussian noise to the data x0 to create variables x1, . . . ,xT , with

suitably scaled noise such that the marginal distribution of xT is a standard Gaussian. This is called the forward (diffusion)

process that is formulated as

q(x1:T |x0) :=

T
∏

t=1

q(xt|xt−1), q(xt|xt−1) := N (xt;
√

1− βtxt−1, βtI) (8)

for a fixed sequence of variances β1:T . A desirable property of these Gaussian conditionals is that it admits sampling xt

directly from x0 without having to sample the intermediate steps since q(xt|x0) is a Gaussian that can be written in closed

form

q(xt|x0) = N (xt;
√
ᾱtx0, (1− ᾱt)I) (9)

where αt := 1− βt and ᾱt :=
∏t

s=1 αs. Note that this forward process is fixed and has no learnable parameters.

The aim of diffusion models is to learn the reverse (diffusion) process that is formulated as:

p(xT ) := N (xT ;0, I), pθ(x0:T ) := p(xT )
T
∏

t=1

pθ(xt−1|xt), pθ(xt−1|xt) := N (xt−1;µθ(xt, t),Σθ(xt, t)) (10)

The mean and variance of the reverse conditionals are parameterized by neural networks, whose parameters are optimized

by minimizing

Eq [KL[q(xt−1|xt,x0)‖pθ(xt−1|xt)]] (11)

for each value of t, where a value of t ∈ [2, 1000] is randomly subsampled at each training iteration. It turns out that the

term q(xt−1|xt,x0) is also Gaussian and can be written in closed form, hence the above KL is tractable.

DDPM (Ho et al., 2020) simplifies the above loss to the expression (see paper for derivation):

‖ǫt − ǫθ(
√
ᾱtx0 +

√
1− ᾱtǫt, t)‖2 (12)
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Figure 14. Architecture for ǫθ in our implementation of DDPM. Linear0 stands for a linear layer with zero initialization.

where xt ∼ q(xt|x0) is reparameterized as xt =
√
ᾱtx0 +

√

(1− ᾱt)ǫt for ǫt ∼ N (0, I). Here ǫθ is the neural network

predicting ǫt from xt, which is a more convenient parameterization for optimizing the loss than explicitly parameterizing

µθ,Σθ.

Once trained, sampling is performed by sampling xT ∼ p(xT ) then taking the reverse process pθ(xt−1|xt) to sample

xT−1, . . . ,x0 in sequence. The resulting x0 is a sample from the model.

Training details. As with NSF, modulations are centered and normalized by elementwise mean & standard deviation across

the training modulation dataset, and Adam is used with a custom learning rate schedule that warms up linearly from 0 to

3e-4 for the first 4000 warmup iterations, then decays proportional to the square root of the iteration count. We use

T = 1000 and β1:T =np.linspace(10−4, 0.02, T ) following Ho et al. (2020), and parameterize ǫθ as in Figure 14,

which again closely follows the architecture used in Ho et al. (2020) except using ResidualMLPs in place of CNNs.

Model selection. The hyperparameters that we tuned are the width of the ResidualMLPs, sweeped over

{512, 1024, 2048, 3072}, the number of blocks, sweeped over {4, 8} and the dropout probability in Reisudal MLPs,

sweeped over {0., 0.1, 0.2, 0.3}. We take the model at the end of training to show samples, as we found that FID had

limited correlation with perceptual quality (cf. Section 6.2) and sample quality seemed to have converged by the end of

training. For DDPM on 256-dimensional modulations of CelebA-HQ, we use a batch size of 128 with width 3072, 4 blocks

and 0.3 dropout probability, training for 1e6 iterations.

Tips. We found that width was the single most important hyperparameter, where wider models gave better samples. Also

dropout was important to prevent the model from memorizing the training set.

A.6. Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF)

Background. In NeRF (Mildenhall et al., 2020), a 3D scene is expressed by a (scene) function that maps a 3D point’s

coordinates and viewing direction of the camera looking at that point to the RGB colour of the point and its density. In

practice this function is an MLP (LatentModulatedSIREN in our case), that is trained on a dataset of multiple views of the
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same scene, using each view’s pose information and its focal length, as described in Appendix A.1. Given this function, the

model uses a volumetric rendering formula to construct views of the scene, by shooting rays from the camera to each pixel

and aggregating the function values at points along each ray in a differentiable manner. The MLP parameters of the scene

function are optimized by minimizing the reconstruction loss on all views. See Mildenhall et al. (2020) for details.

Training details. For simplicity, we use a minimal volumetric rendering algorithm (see Listing 1) that closely follows the

implementation of Tancik et al. (2021), a simplified version of the rendering used in Mildenhall et al. (2020). We do not use

hierarchical volume sampling (coarse/fine points on ray), use a single SIREN for outputting the RGB & density (as opposed

to the standard practice of having separate networks/heads for each), no view dependence (usually the viewing direction is

fed into the scene function as extra information). The (near, far) values that determine the start and end points for sampling

on the ray are fixed to (0.8, 1.8).

Model selection. Note that the array containing all training views is large (50 views each with 128×128×3 pixel values),

hence we can only use a single scene for each training iteration per device (batch size=1 per device, so must use multiple

devices for larger batch sizes). Further we must subsample views and pixels over which we optimize the reconstruction

error, in order to fit the meta-learning in memory. Hence for meta-learning we tune the hyperparameters such as number of

points per ray, sweeped over (16, 32, 64), the number of subsampled views, sweeped over (4, 8, 16), and the number of

subsampled pixels, sweeped over (512, 1024, 2048). The optimal hyperparameters for the 512-dimensional modulation

dataset is: 32 points per ray, 16 views and 512 pixels per view. Note that for the modulation dataset creation, we can use

more views and pixels as we only need to run the inner loop of the meta-learning (rather than having to backpropagating

through it, which is memory costly). Hence we used 32 views and 2048 pixels per view for the modulation dataset creation.

Tips. We found it best to max out memory by trying different combinations of the 3 hyperparamters (number of points per

ray, number of subsampled views, number of subsampled pixels)
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import jax

import jax.numpy as jnp

def render_pose(model, params, height, width, focal, pose,

num_points_per_ray, near, far, white_background):

"""Render view of a single scene.

Args:

model: MLP with input_size = 3, output_size = 4 (3 for RGB and 1 for density.)

params: Model params.

height: Height of image.

width: Width of image.

focal: Focal length.

pose: Pose (camera to world matrix) of shape (4, 4).

num_points_per_ray: Number of points per ray. Splits rays

into equally spaced points.

near: Point nearest to the camera where ray starts.

far: Point furthest from the camera where ray ends.

white_background: If True sets default RGB value to be 1,

otherwise will be set to 0 (black).

Returns:

rgb_map: Rendered view. Array of shape (..., 3).

"""

# Compute rays and split into ray origins and ray directions

i, j = jnp.meshgrid(jnp.arange(width), jnp.arange(height), indexing=’xy’)

dirs = jnp.stack([(i - width * .5) / focal,

-(j - height * .5) / focal,

-jnp.ones_like(i)], -1)

rays_d = jnp.sum(dirs[..., jnp.newaxis, :] * pose[:3, :3], -1) # (..., 3)

rays_o = jnp.broadcast_to(pose[:3, -1], rays_d.shape) # (..., 3)

# Compute 3D query coordinates

z_vals = jnp.linspace(near, far, num_points_per_ray)

# The below line uses (a lot of) broadcasting. In terms of shapes:

# (...,1,3) + (...,1,3) * (num_points_per_ray,1) = (...,num_points_per_ray,3)

coords = rays_o[..., None, :] + rays_d[..., None, :] * z_vals[..., :, None]

out = model(params, coords) # (..., num_points_per_ray, 4)

# Compute colors and volume densities

rgb, density = out[..., :3], out[

..., 3] # (..., num_points_per_ray, 3), (..., num_points_per_ray)

density = jax.nn.elu(density, alpha=0.1) + 0.1 # Ensure density is positive

density = jnp.clip(density, 0., 10.) # upper bound density at 10

# Calculate distance between consecutive points along ray.

distance_between_points = z_vals[..., 1:] - z_vals[..., :-1]

distances = jnp.concatenate([distance_between_points,

1e-3 * jnp.ones(1)]) # (num_points_per_ray,)

# Alpha will have a value between 0 and 1

alpha = 1. - jnp.exp(-density * distances) # (..., num_points_per_ray)

# Ensure transmittance is <= 1 (and greater than 1e-10)

trans = jnp.minimum(1., 1. - alpha + 1e-10)

# Make the first transmittance value along the ray equal to 1 for every ray

trans = jnp.concatenate([jnp.ones_like(trans[..., :1]), trans[..., :-1]],

-1) # (..., num_points_per_ray)

cum_trans = jnp.cumprod(trans, -1) # T_i in Equation (3) of NeRF paper.

weights = alpha * cum_trans # (..., num_points_per_ray)

# Sum RGB values along the ray

rgb_map = jnp.sum(weights[..., None] * rgb, -2) # (..., 3)

# Optionally make background white

if white_background:

acc_map = jnp.sum(weights, -1) # Accumulate weights (...)

rgb_map = rgb_map + (1. - acc_map[..., None]) # Add white background

return rgb_map

Listing 1. Minimal volumetric rendering
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A.7. Classification

We use the default MLP in Haiku (Hennigan et al., 2020) with SiLU/swish activations (Hendrycks & Gimpel, 2016;

Ramachandran et al., 2017) and dropout for classifying modulations. The width is sweeped over (128, 256, 512) and the

depth over (2,3,4).

For the 3D CNN baseline we closely follow the architecture in (Maturana & Scherer, 2015), which applies a sequence of 3D

Conv layers with stride 2, followed by a flattening, then 2 linear layers, the first of which has width 128 and the last of

which outputs logits for the classification. Each 3D Conv/linear layer is followed by a SiLU activation then dropout. The 3D

Conv layers all have the same number of output channels sweeped over (16, 32, 64), and the number of 3D Conv layers is

also sweeped over (4,5,6).

Both classifiers are optimized for 3e4 iterations with Adam at a fixed learning rate of 1e-4, and a total batch size of 1024.

For the 3D CNN, this is spread over 8 devices to fit the batch in memory. In Section 6.6, we show results for the

best-performing MLP with 128 width and the best-performing 3D CNN with 16 output channels, with error bars calculated

over 3 different random seeds. In Appendix D we show results for larger models.

A.8. FID scores

For CelebA-HQ, we evaluated our model in terms of FID (Heusel et al., 2017) but found that it was not a meaningful

perceptual metric for our model. FID scores at the latter stages of training were sometimes worse than early in training even

though samples were perceptually of much higher quality. Further, the FID score of the functaset itself (fitted directly to the

dataset) is 28.4 for 256-dimensional modulations and 17.2 for 512-dimensional modulations, despite both being perceptually

very close to the original dataset (cf. Figure 18). We believe this is due to FID’s property of over-penalizing blurriness, with

very similar effects observed by Du et al. (2021) and Razavi et al. (2019). Nonetheless, our model obtains an FID score of

40.4, compared to 13.5 for GASP, 5.9 for StyleGANv2 (Karras et al., 2020) and 175.3 for a VAE (Du et al., 2021).

A.9. Figure 2 details

The original 1283 voxel grid was downscaled using the scipy.ndimage.zoom function to each of the resolutions 83,

163, 323, 643, 1283. For each grid, we performed a manual search over SIREN (cf. Appendix A.2) architectures (width,

depth and ω0) to find the smallest architecture that could fit the voxel grid to 99.9% accuracy. The settings for each

architecture are summarized in Table 5.

RESOLUTION DEPTH WIDTH ω0 nPARAMS

8
3 4 6 8 157

16
3 4 8 12 257

32
3 5 12 12 685

64
3 7 20 14 2621

128
3 10 32 50 9665

Table 5. Hyperparameter values used for Figure 2.

B. Modulation analysis

B.1. Perturbation analysis

We provide intuition for the role of each shift modulation dimension by perturbation analysis of individual shift modulation

dimensions in Figure 15, for functa with 4-layer SIREN modulations with width 256 trained on the 32×32 CelebA-HQ

training set. The left column shows a plot of modulation index (x-axis) against RMSE in the perturbed reconstruction

(y-axis) after applying a perturbation of δ = −0.01 to the scalar shift modulation at that index. We colour code modulation

units by layer. For each figure row we take 4 different shift modulation units from a given layer with similar RMSEs

(sampled from the blue box) and visualize reconstructions after perturbing each unit on 4 different training images (middle

column), along with the L1 error of the reconstruction for each spatial dimension (right column).

The first row shows perturbations of 4 units of the SIREN’s initial hidden layer (layer 0) that have high RMSE (> 5). We

see that these units are responsible for features that are roughly periodic along the diagonal, with different periodicity and
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direction - the troughs show zero error along the diagonal lines.

The second row shows 4 units of medium RMSE (∈ [2, 3]), where the periodicity remains but the frequency is lower than

the high RMSE units. Hence it seems that the initial hidden layer contains a range of units that account for features of

different frequencies in pixel space.

The third row shows 4 units in the next layer (layer 1), where the errors in pixel space are no longer periodic, and seem to be

aligned with the edges of the image. Also the magnitudes of the perturbation in the image space are smaller than the

previous layer, consistent with their RMSE values.

The final row shows 4 units in the subsesquent layer (layer 2) again showing errors that seem to be aligned with the edges,

but are a bit smoother and the magnitudes of the perturbation in the image space are yet smaller than previous layers.

Overall RMSE due to perturbation tends to decrease with depth of the SIREN, indicating that the modulations of earlier

layers have a greater role in modelling the variations across the dataset compared to later layers.

One other interesting observation from the right column is that the perturbations for a given modulation unit lead to very

similar error patterns across all images. This suggests that we can think of each modulation dim as representing the

coefficient of a basis function, since changing the value of this coefficient leads to similar changes for all images.

B.2. Alternative Modulation architectures

We explored alternative forms of modulations, which we found to be similar if not worse than latent modulations introduced

in Section 3.1:

Scale+Shift, Scale-only. We only used shift modulations which are added to the SIREN activations. We found that when

using both scale and shift, the scale values are almost always optimized to 1, hence redundant, giving similar performance to

shift-only modulations. Scale-only modulations gave noticeably worse performance, resulting in around 5dB drop in

reconstruction PSNR on images. We conjecture that this is due to gradients with respect to shift being independent to

activation magnitude, whereas gradients with respect to scale is linearly dependent, resulting in higher magnitude gradients

for shift modulations that allow faster optimization.

SubsetModulatedSiren. As shown in Appendix B.1, reconstructions are more sensitive to earlier modulation layers than

later ones. Hence we can reduce the number of shift modulations by only using them for the first few layers of the MLP

corresponding to the INR. While also competitive, we found that this approach does slightly worse than using latent

modulations. Although we haven’t yet tried, we expect better performance when these two approaches are combined, so that

the latent code is only mapped to a subset of modulations.

ModSine. We experimented with the architecture in Mehta et al. (2021). Instead of mapping a latent vector to the

modulations, we map a latent vector through a network that has the same shape as the base network and treat the inner

layers of the mapping network as modulations. However, we found that this approach gave lower reconstruction accuracy

than latent modulations for the same modulation dimension.

C. Negative Results

Autoregressive Transformers. As a third type of generative model, we tried training Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017)

on modulations (after discretizing each modulation to 5 bits after which we saw little loss in reconstruction accuracy). Yet

the resulting samples shown in Figure 16 were clearly perceptually worse than diffusion. We suspect this is because it is

difficult to impose a meaningful ordering on the modulations for autoregressive modelling - the ordering is something we

haven’t played around with too much.

Attention within diffusion and flow. For the NSF, we tried using Tranfsormers for the conditioner but this did not

outperform the MLP. For diffusion, we also tried using Transformers in place of residual MLPs, but this also performed

worse.

First order MAML. We also tried first order meta-learning that does not backpropagate through the inner loop, to see if we

could save memory with little sacrifice in performance. However this led to a drastic reduction in reconstruction PSNR, on

the order of 10dB for images.

Using more than 3 gradient steps for fitting modulations. Figure 17 shows reconstructions with up to 4 steps. Note that
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in most cases the difference between the 3rd and 4th steps is imperceptible, and for chairs the performance actually

deteriorates (likely due to the fixed learning rate for the inner loop being too high). Using a greater number of steps, e.g. 50,

we can obtain perceptibly better reconstructions for images (around 2dB better) but the modulation space is now less smooth

(more gradient steps away from the initial modulation), so samples from generative modelling showed worse sample quality.

Using more than 3 inner loop steps for meta-learning. For scene data, we tried meta-learning with 4 or 5 inner loop

steps. This led to a larger memory consumption, and hence we had to subsample fewer views and pixels per scene, yielding

no noticeable improvement in terms of PSNR. For scenes, it seems very likely that the minimal rendering is the bottleneck

for our setup.

Flow on 256 mod-dim for images performed noticeably worse than DDPM in terms of sample quality for images.

Flow on 512-dimensional modulations for voxels gave much worse sample quality than 256-dimensional modulations.

We conjecture that using fewer modulations helps obtain a smoother modulation space, despite having worse PSNR/voxel

accuracy.

Diffusion on 256 mod-dim for voxels was also noticeably worse than flows. Overall it appears as though flows are more

suited for ShapeNet and diffusion for CelebA-HQ, and we conjecture that this is a property of the dataset rather than the

modality.

Bounding box subsampling for SRN Cars. For scenes, when subsampling pixels from views for meta-learning, we tried

subsampling pixels within the bounding box that contains the car, to avoid sampling white background pixels that are less

informative than the foreground car pixels. However this didn’t work better than subsampling at random, and we found that

subsample white background pixels helps to achieve higher PSNR to accurately recover the white background.

D. Further Results

Original vs Reconstructions from modulations. In Figure 18 we compare the original array dataset (top row) against the

reconstruction from 256-dimensional modulations obtained from meta-learning for each of the data modalities (used to

compute the middle column for Table 1). We see that the reconstructions are reasonably close to the original, although some

fine detail can be missed for complex shapes and scenes. As mentioned in Appendix C, using more inner loop gradient steps

to fit the modulations can result in better reconstructions but at the sacrifice of performance for the downstream task e.g.

generative modelling.

Image samples and nearest neighbours in training set. In Figure 19 we show the nearest neighbours of samples from

the diffusion model trained on 256-dimensional CelebA-HQ modulations. As can be seen, the samples are reasonably

different to the training data, indicating that the diffusion hasn’t simply memorised the training set. We show similar results

for diffusion models trained on 512-dimensional modulations.

High resolution samples. In addition to unconditional generation, we also use our model to generate high resolution

samples (512× 512) as shown in Figure 20. The left is obtained by querying the function represented by a 256 modulation

sampled from the flow on a 512× 512 grid, and the right is obtained by querying the same function on a 64× 64 grid then

applying bicubic interpolation to upscale to 512× 512 resolution. We can see that the left is more crisp than the right,

especially around the jawline and the teeth, indicating that the flow has learned a good internal representation of faces from

various images in the CelebA-HQ dataset.

Uncurated samples from flow on ShapeNet. In Figure 21 we show uncurated samples from the NSF trained on

256-dimensional modulations of ShapeNet Chairs. We also show samples at various temperatures of the base distribution in

Figure 22, where samples become more globally coherent with lower temperature but show less diversity. Additionally in

Figure 25 we show uncurated samples from the class-conditional flow trained on 256-dimensional modulations of ShapeNet

10 classes.

ShapeNet 10 classification. In Table 6 we show test accuracies and parameter counts for bigger models compared to those

shown in Section 6.6. Note that bigger models perform better for both classes of models, and bigger 3D CNNs perform

better than bigger MLPs on functa, although we need much bigger 3D CNNs to do so. In Figure 24 we also show train/test

accuracy and per-class test-accuracy throughout training for both the MLP classifier on modulations and the 3D CNN

classifier. The classes that each classifier struggles with are fairly similar.
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MLP ON FUNCTA 3D CNN ON ARRAY

TEST ACCURACY 93.6± 0.1% 93.9± 0.1% 94.0± 0.1% 93.3± 0.3% 94.5± 0.2% 94.8± 0.0%

nPARAMS 83K 212K 924K 550K 2.0M 7.9M

Table 6. Same as Table 2 but for a wider range of model sizes

Figure 15. Visualization of errors in pixel space when perturbing individual modulation dimensions of each layer by 0.01.
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Figure 16. Uncurated samples from autoregressive Transformer trained on 256-dim modulations for CelebA-HQ 64×64.

Init Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Target

Figure 17. Same as Figure 4 but with an extra inner loop step, and extra row for ShapeNet 10 classes.
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Figure 18. Original vs reconstruction for 256-dimensional modulations on the first few data points of each training dataset.
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Figure 19. Nearest neighbours of samples from diffusion model trained on 256-dim CelebA-HQ 64×64 modulations. Leftmost column

are samples, and subsequent columns are the closest neighbours in L2 distance in modulation space.

Figure 20. Comparison of rendering sample at 512 resolution vs rendering at 64 resolution then upsampling to 512 by bicubic interpolation

Figure 21. Uncurated samples from flow trained on 256-dim ShapeNet Chairs 643 modulations, temperature 0.95.
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Figure 22. Uncurated samples from flow trained on 256-dim modulations of ShapeNet Chairs 643, at varying temperatures. Temperatures

for each row: 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7.

Figure 23. Comparison of interpolation in modulation space (top) and flow latent space (bottom) for 256-dim modulations of ShapeNet 10

Classes 643.
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Figure 24. Left: Train/test (left) & per-class test (right) classification accuracy throughout training on 256-dim modulations of ShapeNet

10 Classes 643, using batch size 1024. Right: Same for 3D CNN, but using batch size 64 (GPU memory only allows up to 8 per device).

Both Using exponential moving average with decay=0.99 and bs=1024.
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Figure 25. Uncurated samples from class-conditional flow trained on 256-dim modulations of ShapeNet 10 classes 643.
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Figure 26. Additional results to Figure 7 for imputation of different chairs from the test set. GIF showing course of optimization:

bit.ly/3G7KDh8

Figure 27. Additional results to Figure 11 for novel view synthesis from additional occluded test scenes. GIF: bit.ly/3o2Nkuc


